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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper Cl63 limited to a finite dimensional commodity space, 
the author has presented a reformulation of the basic theorems of welfare 
economics in terms of the Ioffe normal cone rather than that of Clarke. 
Since the Ioffe normal cone is based on the Bouligand-Severi contingent 
cone [3, 271, and since this offers a better local approximation to a set 
than the Clarke normal cone, the reformulation is in keeping with a more 
intuitive notion of a marginal rate of substitution, especially in economies 
whose technologies do not exhibit “free disposal.” Moreover, since the Ioffe 
normal cone is, in general, strictly contained in the Clarke normal cone, 
the reformulation furnishes sharper results. However, it is natural to ask if 
the theory presented in [ 161 can be generalized from an Euclidean space 
setting to that of a locally convex space of commodities. We offer such a 
generalization here. 
* I am grateful to William Thomson for a stimulating conversation and to Doug Ward for 
encouragement and correspondence. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtness to the 
seminal work of IotTe and Rockafellar. This is a revised version of BEBR Working Paper 
No. 1391 circulated in November 1987 from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
This revision has benefitted from the comments of Michael Magill and an anonymous referee. 
Errors are, of course, my own. This research was supported, in part, by a N.S.F. grant. 
’ This title is, in part, borrowed from the titles of the papers of Lange and Hicks on welfare 
economics in the late thirties and is meant to emphasize a connection to that work. 
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Our generalization is based on Ioffe’s [ 151 recent extension of his 
approximate subdifferential to locally convex spaces. Such a mathematical 
object has all the properties that we require for the formulation and proofs 
of our results provided we limit ourselves to Rockafellar’s [22, 231 epi- 
Lipschitzian sets. Since this was already assumed in the earlier work of 
Khan and Vohra [19], and subsequently in Bonnisseau and Cornet [2], 
a satisfactory generalization is obtained. In any case, the necessity of such 
an assumption for the basic theory is brought out in [ 173; also see [28]. 
It is worth emphasizing, however, that our results neither imply nor are 
implied by those of [2, 193. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, we have 
to assume, in addition to the hypotheses in [2, 193, that the commodity 
space is a lattice.’ Secondly, we have to work under a closedness hypothesis 
on the “better-than” sets that is not used in [2, 193; or to limit ourselves 
to a subset of Pareto optimal allocations that is precisely defined below. 
We do not know if either of these limitations can be removed; they play an 
essential role in the proofs of our theorems because of the non-convexity of 
the Ioffe normal cone. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present some 
preliminary material relating to the Ioffe cone; Section 3 is devoted to the 
model and results, and Section 4 to the proofs. 
2. THE IOFFE NORMAL CONE 
This section draws on [ 151 in order to facilitate the exposition and the 
reader is referred to that source and to [ 13, 14,291 for additional details. 
However, we also present some results which are not found in [ 151 or in 
[22,23], and which are needed for the proofs of our main results. 
Let E denote a locally convex linear topological space and E* its 
topological dual. o(E*, E) denotes the weak * topology on E*. For any 
x E E, N(x) is the collection of neighborhoods of x. For any x E E and any 
fo E*, we denote the evaluation by (f, x). For any positive integer k, Eh 
will denote the k-fold product of E endowed with the product topology. [w 
will always refer to the set of real numbers and R+ to the non-negative 
reals. 
For any XG E, X’ will denote the polar cone of A’. For any extended 
real valued function f on E, epi I, dom f, and f*(x) will refer respectively 
to the epigraph, domain, and restriction to X off: Furthermore, xX( .) will 
denote the indicator function of X. We shall use the symbol u +,x to mean 
that u-+x and f(u)-f(x). If {Ql}~e, is an indexed set of sets, then 
’ However, the assumption that the lattice operations are continuous in the underlying 
topology is not required. 
409 Ihl l-19 
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lim sup Qol is the collection of limits of converging subnets of nets {x.}, 
x, E Q, for all a E I. This is standard notation in non-smooth analysis. 
Next, we present the notions of the lower Dim’ directional derivative and 
the Dini subdifferential, respectively. For x E dom J let 
d-f(x;h)=liminf,,,,,,+,t-‘(f(x+tu)-f(x)), 
Z-f(x)= {x*EE*: (x*, h),<d-f(x;h)forallh~ E}. 
If x#domf, we set d-f(x)=@. 
We can now present a concept originally due to Bouligand [3] and 
Severi [27]. 
DEFINITION 1. For any XG E and any x E X, the contingent normal 
cone to X at x, NK(X, x), is the set 2 -X,(X). 
The following lemma is well known and we state it without proof. 
LEMMA 1. For any Xc E and any x E X, NK(X, x), is given by the polar 
of the set TK(X,x) where TK(X,x)={y~E: 3 a net {t’, y’} in W’xE, 
1’10, y”+ y with (x+ tvyY)E X}. 
We are now ready to present the Ioffe normal cone. We shall reserve the 
symbol 4” for the collection of all finite dimensional subspace of E. 
DEFINITION 2. The set 
a,f(x) = n h SUP, +,’ a-f, + Ju) 
I. E 9 
will be referred to as the A-subdifferential off at x. 
DEFINITION 3. For any Xc E and any XE X, the Ioffe normal cone to 
X at x, NJX, x), is the set aAXx(x). 
On using Lemma 1, we can now present an alternative characterization 
of NJX, x). 
LEMMA 2. For any X E E, x E X, NJX, x) equals 
(I {y~E:Zi{x”, y’}E(ExE*)with 
LEF 
xv + x, x” E X, y” E N,(Xn (x” + L), xv) and y” + y}. 
Prooj: See Proposition 2.1 in [IS]. fl 
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The following two properties are easy to prove and useful for the results 
to follow. 
LEMMA 3. (i) For any .TE E, N,({x), x) = E*. 
(ii) ForanyX~Eandx~IntX,N,(X,x)={O} 
Proof. For (i), observe that for any finite dimensional subspace L of E, 
d q.+-\(\+L,(x;h)= co for all GEE. Hence c? X!rir,,r+L,(~)=E* and 
therefore (4A~{VI)(~~)= E*. 
For (ii), observe that for any finite dimensional subspace L of E and 
x’ E Int X. 
d zLX,(.,, + L.,w; h) = 
{ 
0 for all h E L 
o. 
for all h $ L. 
This implies that d Xx, CxI + Jx’) = {I* E E*: (x*, h) = 0 for all 
h~L}~L’.HenceN,(X,x)=r),,,.,L’=(0). 1 
LEMMA 4. Let x = (x’, . . . . xk) E nf= , x’ c_ Ek. lf X’ are closed.for each i, 
N”cn~r, X’, x) = n;= , N,(X’, x’). 
Proof. We shall prove the result only for the case k = 2; the general 
result then follows easily by induction. 
Observe that X,x~.x:J x’, x2) = x,I(x’) x x~~(,K’). Since X’ are closed, the 
indicator functions are lower semicontinuous. We can now apply Proposi- 
tion4.4 of [lS] to assert that (?A~,X~.X~,(.~‘,.~2)=~AIYy~(.~‘)~(?AXy~(x2). 
The result is proved. m 
LEMMA 5. For any closed comex set XE E, and .YE X, NA(X, x) = 
{f~ E*: (L -K> Q (A y) jar all y E X}. 
Proof: Since X is convex, X,( .) is a convex function. Since X is a closed 
set, there exists a point at which x,( .) is continuous. We can now appeal 
to Proposition 3.2 in [lS] to assert that ~x~(x)=?,x~(~), where c?~(.Y) is 
the subdifferential of f at x in the sense of convex analysis. Since 
C%,(X) = {f E E*: (.f, x) G ( .L y) Vye X}, the proof is complete. 1 
Our next set of results involve epi-Lipschitzian sets introduced by 
Rockafellar [21]. We first recall the following 
DEFINITION 4. A function f: U + [w, U G E, U open, is said to be a 
Lipschitz function if there is a continuous seminorm s( .) on E such that 
.f(u)-f(w)<s(u-w) for all u,w~U. 
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DEFINITION 5. A set XG E is said to be epi-Lipschitzian at x E X if 
either XE Int X or, locally near x, X is linearly homeomorphic to the 
epigraph of a Lipschitz function. 
We can now present the following characterization of epi-Lipschitzian 
sets that is originally due to Rockafellar [21] for [w”. 
THEOREM 1. A closed set X E E is epi-Lipschitzian at x E X iff there 
exists ye R, U, EM(~), U,E N(x), I. > 0, such that (x’+ py’) E X 
Vx'e XnU,, Vy'eU,, Vpiz(O,II). 
Proof: A proof for E= UP is given in [21]. The difficult part of this 
proof is to construct a Lipschitz function given the condition of the 
theorem. This is based on a decomposition of R” into a direct sum of two 
closed subspaces, one of which is one-dimensional. It is well known that 
this fact is true for a topological vector space; see [6, Theorem 1.4.31 or 
[12, p. 1203. Once this fact is taken into account, it is a simple matter to 
check that Rockafellar’s proof generalizes to E. 1 
LEMMA 6. If E = E’ x E2, X’E Xi&E’, and Xi are epi-Lipschitzian at xi 
(i= 1, 2), then X’ x X2 is epi-Lipschitzian at (x’, x2). 
ProoJ: The proof is a simple consequence of Theorem 1 above. 1 
For any X E E and x E X, let H(X, x) be defined by the set 
(y~E:3U,.~.N(y),3U,~N(x),A>Osuchthat 
(Xn U,)+jOUyCXV~~(O,j.)}. 
It is clear that H(X, x) # @ ilT X is epi-Lipschitzian at x. We can now 
present 
LEMMA 7. Let x E X’ E E for all i = 1, . . . . n. Then fly= , H( Xi, x) E 
H(n;= I Xi, x). Thus, fly=, f/(X’, x) # 0 * n;=, x’ is epi-Lipschitzian at x. 
Prooj: Suppose y E fly_, H(X’, x). Since y E H(X’, x), there exist 
U~,E Jr/-( y), Ul EN(X), and Ai> 0 such that for each pig (0, Ji), 
(X’nU~)+~iU~~~Xiforalli=l ,..., n.Let u,q-y-lU;, qgy_,U;, 
and ). = mini Ai. Then for each p E (0, A), (X’n U,) + piJ,, G X’ for all 
i= 1, . . . . n. This implies (nj’=, X’n U,) + @J,. E fly,, Xi. Since U, E N(x), 
U, E N( y), and 1> 0, y E H(n;, , Xi, x) and the proof of the first state- 
ment is complete. The second statement is obvious. 1 
Our next result concerns level sets generated by A-differential functions 
in the sense of Ioffe. For any L E 9, let 11. IIL be a fixed norm. 
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DEFINITION 6. Let E and F be locally convex, linear topological spaces 
and 4: E + F. 4 is said to be A-differentiable at x E E if there exists a 
continuous linear operator T: E + F such that for any LEE, and any 
U E ME(O) and VE JV~(O), 
(&~+h)-d(~)- T~)E llhllr.V forall u~X+U,forallh~UnL. 
We shall denote T in Definition 6 above by d’(x). Ioffe [IS, p. 1151 
remarks that Q’(x) is unique where it exists and, in any normed space, any 
A-derivative is also a Gateaux derivative and any strict Frechet derivative 
is an A-derivative. 
Before we present our next result, we need to recall the definition of the 
Clarke generalized derivative; see [4, 5, 22, 303 for details. 
DEFINITION 7. For any Lipschitz function f: E + R, the Clarke 
generalized derivative at XE E, Z,.f(x), is given by c’(.f(x) = 
{ y* E E*: (- 1, y*) E N,(epif, (fx), x)}, where N,(X, ,Y) is the Clarke 
normal cone to X s R, x E X. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f: E -+ [w is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of x* E E 
and that f is A-differentiable at x*. Let X= {xe E: f(x)<f(x*)}. !f 
{f’(x*)} #O, then NAtA’, x*)= nj..oi(f’(x*)}. 
Proox We first claim that 0 $ d, f(x*). Since f is A-differentiable at x*, 
on appealing to [15, Proposition 3.11, we obtain that d,f(x*)= f/(x*). 
Since f is Lipschitz around x*, on appealing to [ 15, Proposition 3.33, we 
obtain that cl con d,f(x*) = dcf(x*). But then 0 E Z(..f(x*) implies that 
0 = f’( x* ), a contradiction. 
Next, we apppeal to [22, Corollary 1 to Theorem 53 to state that X is 
epi-Lipschitzian at x* with 
N,.(x, x*)~ n qa,.f(x*)j. (1) 
120 
Since X is epi-Lipschitzian and f is Lipschitz in the neighborhood of x*, we 
can appeal to [ 15, Proposition 3.33 to rewrite (1) 
cl con N,(X, x*) s n i{ cl con aA f(x*)}. (2) 
i. 2 0 
Next, we claim that x* is a boundary point of X. To see this, first note that 
there exists j E E such that 
,p(x*, 9) 3 lim y_;y),o t ‘(ftx* + G)-f(x’))>O. (3) 
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If not, f’(x*, y) ,<O for all YE E. Since 8,-(x*) = {zo E*: (z, y) < 
p(x*, y) for all YE E} as a consequence of [22, Corollary to Proposi- 
tion 23, we obtain OE~,~(X*), a contradiction. But then (3) implies that 
in any neighborhood of x*, there exist 1 E E such that f(a) >f(x*). This 
implies that x* is a boundary point of C. 
We can now appeal to Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.3.2 in [15] and 
the fact that f is A-differentiable at x* to rewrite (2) as N,(X, x*)= 
ni,o 4f’(x*)h I 
For our final result, we assume that E is an ordered topological vector 
space with a locally convex linear topology. Let E, be the positive cone of 
E and E- z -E+. E* will be equipped with the induced order. 
LEMMA 8. Let X E E and x E X. Then 
E, s XandpE N,(X, x) implies pE EiC. 
Ed~Xandp~N,(X,x)impliesp~Ef. 
Proof We only prove the first statement. Towards this end, suppose 
p E NJX, x) and p $ E*_. Then there exists z E E, such that (p, z) > 0. Let 
F be the one-dimensional subspace generated by Z. By Lemma 2, p belongs 
to the set {GEE: 3 a net {x”,~‘} in EXE* with xv-+x, x’oX, 
Y’E N,(Xn (F+x’), x”) and y’+ v}. Let {x’, y’} be such a net. 
Also observe that ZE T,(Xn (F+x’), x”) for any given v. To see this, 
take any sequence (zk} in R + converging to zero, and the constant 
sequence {z}. Then for all k, (x”+ ?Z)E Xn (F+x’). This proves the 
claim. 
Hence, for all v, (p”, z) < 0. Since py converges in the a(E*, E)-topology 
to p, (p’, z) < 0, a contradiction. 1 
3. THE MODEL AND RESULTS 
From now on we shall assume that E is a vector lattice which is 
endowed with a locally convex linear topology in which the positive cone 
E, is closed. 
An economy consists of a finite number of consumers and a finite number 
of producers. We shall index consumers by !, r = 1, . . . . T, and shall assume 
that each consumer has a consumption set X’ E E and a reflexive 
preference relation $,. >, denotes 3, and not 4,. Let the “better-than” 
set of t at x’ be given by P/(x’) z {x E X’: x>, x’} and the “no-worse-than” 
set by P’(x’) = {xo X’: x +, x’}. Producers are indexed by j, j= 1, . . . . F, 
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and each producer has a production set Y’ E E. The aggregate endowment 
is denoted by w  E E + . An economy is this denoted by d = ((X’, 3 ,):= , ), 
((Y/):1. ,, WV) and we shall need the following concepts for it; see [ 1, 7 93. 
DEFINITION 8. ((x*‘), ( y*‘)) is an allocation of 6 if for all I = 1, . . . . T. 
x*’ e X’; for all j = 1, . . . . F, y*j~ Y’, and CT=, x*‘-x:f‘-, y*‘d~‘. 
DEFINITION 9. ((x*‘), ( y*‘)) is a Pareto optimal allocation of A if there 
does not exist any other allocation ((x’), (~9’)) of 6’ such that x’ E P’(.r*‘) 
for all t = 1, . . . . T, and X’E P’(x*‘) for at least one f. 
DEFINITION 10. ((x* ‘), ( y* I)) is a strong Pareto optimal allocation of 
Q if there does not exist any other allocation ((x’), (~1’)) of & with 
((x’), (J’))#((x*‘), (y*J)) and x’EP’(x*‘) for all 1. 
DEFINITION 11. ((x* ‘), ( y*J)) is a locally Pareto optimal allocation of 
d is there exists a neighborhood V= (( V’), (VI)) of ((.Y*‘), ( y* I)) and 
there does not exist any other allocation ((x’), ( y’)) of d such that 
.r’E (P’(x*‘)n V’) for all f = 1, . . . . T, and x’ E (P’(x*‘) n V’) for at least one 
I and y’ E ( Y’ n ‘) for all j. 
DEFINITION 12. ((x*‘), (y*‘)) is a strong locally Pareto optimal alloca- 
tion of d if there exists a neighborhood V= ( V’), ( VI)) of ((x* ‘), ( y*‘)) 
and there does not exist any other allocation ((xl), ( y ‘)) of R with 
(W), (Y’))# ((x*‘h (Y*‘)) and X’E (P’(x*‘) n V’) for all I and 
y ’ E ( Y’ n V’) for all j. 
It is clear that every Pareto optimal allocation of d is a locally Pareto 
optimal allocation of R; and given reflexity of +,, that every strong locally 
Pareto optimal allocation of d is a locally Pareto optimal allocation of 6. 
Figure la gives an example of a two agent economy with E= R’ in which 
a locally Pareto optimal allocation (.u* ‘, y* ‘) is not Pareto optimal but a 
strong locally Pareto optimal allocation. Figure lb exhibits a locally 
Pareto optimal allocation which is not a strong locally Pareto optimal 
allocation. In either figure, P’(x* ‘) is the interior of P’(x* ‘). 
Since the primary concern of this paper is with the derivation of 
necessary conditions for Pareto optimality, we shall confine our attention 
to local allocations. We shall also need the following assumption. 
Assumprion 1. For all i= 1, . . . . T, and all s’ E X’, E + G P’(x’). For all 
j=l , . . . . F, Y’- E, c U’. 
We can now present 
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FIG. la. Locally optimal allocation which is not Pareto optimal. 
THEOREM 3. If ((x* ‘), ( y*j)) is a strong locally Pareto optimal alloca- 
tion of 8, Assumption 1 is satisfied and P’(x* ‘) and Yj are respectively 
epi-Lipschitzian at ((x* ‘), ( y*‘)), then there exists p* E Ef , p* # 0 such that 
(a) -p*~h’~(P’(x*‘), x*‘) for all i= I, . . . . T, 
(b) p* EN~( Y! y*j) for all j= 1, . . . . F. 
For a discussion of Assumption 1 and the epi-Lipschitzian hypotheses, 
the reader is referred to [2, 17, 193 and the references therein. 
Our next result extends Theorem 3 to economies with public goods. For 
details on public goods, the reader can see, for example, [ 10, 18, 251. We 
shall let E, refer to the commodity space pertaining to private goods and 
E, to that for public goods. We shall assume that both E, and E, are real 
vector lattices each endowed with a locally convex linear topology in which 
FIG. lb. Locally Parteto optimal allocation which is not strong locally Pareto optimal. 
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the positive cone is closed. Let E = E, x E, where E is endowed with the 
product topology and the induced ordering. 
An economy with public goods bG equals (X’, <,);‘= ,), (( Y’)f‘= , , w) and 
is such that for all t, X’ = (X:, X;) where Xk 2 E,, Xi E E, are its projec- 
tions onto the space of private and public goods, respectively. We shall 
assume that Xi, = X, for all 1, that Yjc E for all j, and that W’E E, 
w=(wn,O), H.,EE,+. Let x: and x;, refer to the consumption of private 
and public goods, respectively. 
DEFINITION 13. ((x* ‘), (J’* I)) is an allocation for R” if for all 
i= 1, . . . . T, X*‘E X’, x;‘=x: for all j= I, . . . . F, Y*‘E Y’ and 
cc.::, x,* ‘9 x;‘)-~;=, y*/<wn. 
Once we have the definition of an allocation, the definitions of Pareto 
optimal allocations and their local and strong variants are then identical to 
the ones given for economies without public goods. We can now present 
our second main result. 
THEOREM 4. Zf ((x*‘), (y*j)) is a strong Pareto optimal allocation of 
b”, Assumption 1 is satisfied and P’(x* ‘) and Y’ are respectively epi- 
Lipschitzian at ((x*t), (y*‘)), then there exist p,* E E,*+, p: E ET+, 
(p,*, p;) 20, ~7% E.F+ such that 
(a) XT=, P:‘= P;, 
(b) -(p,*,p~‘)~N~(P’(x*‘),x*‘)forall t=l,..., T, 
(c) p* E NA( Y’, y*‘) for all j= 1, . . . . F. 
So far we have confined our attention to strong Pareto optimal alloca- 
tions. We can also present 
THEOREM 5. Theorems 2 and 3 are valid with the term “strong” deleted 
and with P’(x* ‘) u {x* ‘} substituted for P’(x* ‘). 
Our final result concerns the special case when the preferences and 
technologies are generated by differential functions as, for example, in 
[ 11, 20, 23, 251. 
THEOREM 6. Let ((x*‘), ( y*‘)) be a strong locally Pareto optima1 alloca- 
tion; P’(x*‘)={xEX’:U,(X)>,U,(X*‘)} and Y’={y~E:f,(y)<Oj where 
(i) for ali 1, u,: X’ + R is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of x* ‘, 
A-differentiable at x* ‘, and x’ > x* ’ implies u,(x’) >, u,(x* ‘); 
(ii) for all j, fj: E -+ R is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of y * 1, 
A-differentiable at y*‘, andf,(y’)<O, y<y’ impliesf,(y)<fi(y’). 
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If for any I, u;(x* ‘1 # 0, or for any j, r;‘( y* ‘) # 0, there exists p E E*, p # 0 
such that 
p = u;(x* ‘) = f;( y*‘). 
4. THE P~oor;s 
In terms of their basic outline, the proofs follow Khan and Vohra [ 193. 
We begin with an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let E be a vector lattice with A c E, and B c E . . If 
A+B=E, then A=E+ and B=E-. 
ProoJ Let XCA and x$E+. Since A + B= E, there exist aE E and 
b E B such that x = a + b. But x E A G E, implies x = x +. Since any element 
admits a unique decomposition into its positive and negative parts (see, for 
example, [26, Chap. V, 1.1 I), x = a E A, a contradiction. The proof for B is 
analogous. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let v* = ((x* ‘), ( y*‘)) E Ek be a strong locally 
Pareto optimal allocation and V = (( V’), ( Vi)) the corresponding closed 
neighborhood of v *. Define the following sets in Ek. 
p:(x* ‘) = p’(x* ‘) n V’, t = 1, . . . . T, 
Y:G Y/n V’, j= 1, . . . . F, 
v(x*‘)s fi Qx*‘) x i u;, 
I=1 j= I 
T F 
VEER. c x’< 1 y’+w . 
r=l /=I 
The closedness hypotheses of the theorem guarantee that V(x* ‘) is a closed 
set. Since the Clarke tangent cone to a set at an interior point is the whole 
space, we can appeal to [23, Corollary 2, p. 2681 to assert that 
H( V’, x* ‘) = H(vj, y* j) = E. Lemma 7 then ensures that P:(x* ‘) and Yd 
are epi-Lipschitzian at x*’ and y* ‘, respectively. Hence by Lemma 6, 
V(x* ‘) is epi-Lipschitzian at v*. Since E is an ordered locally convex space. 
W is also closed. 
We claim that V(x*) n W= {v*}. If there exists z # v* in this inter- 
section, we contradict the fact that v* is a strong locally Pareto optimal 
allocation. 
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Since W is a closed convex set, we can appeal to Lemma 5 to assert that 
N,,( W, o*) is identical to the set of normals to W in the sense of convex 
analysis. Thus 
p~NA(W,u*)~(p,x)~(p,c*) for all s E W. (4) 
Next we show that for any p E NA( W, II*), p #O, there exists p* E ET, 
p’ #O such that 
p=(p* ,..., /I*, -p* ,..., -p*)~(Ey)~x(E*)‘. (5) 
Towards this end, define m’(z) E Ek to be the vector of zeros in all coor- 
dinates except for z E E in the i and k coordinates. Clearly, (m’(z) + c*) and 
(-m’(z) + c*) are elements from W. Hence from (4) we obtain 
(p, m’(z)) = 0, t = 1, . . . . T. (61 
Corresponding to any p E (Ek)*, there exist (see, for example, [ 12, p. 266-J) 
p’ E E*, i = 1, . . . . k, such that for any u = ((x’), (J’)) E Ek. 
(p, u) = i (p’, x’) + i (p’. J’>. 
I- I I.- I 
Thus from (6) we obtain 
(p’, 2) + (pk, 2) = (p’. => + (pk7 =>. i, j = 1 , . . . . T. (7) 
Since z is arbitrary, (7) implies that there exists p* E E* such that 
p’= p*t = 1, . . . . T. Similarly, by defining P??(Z) E Ek to be the vector of 
zeroes in all coordinates except for z E E in the first and T + i coordinates, 
and using an argument identical to that above, we can show that there 
exists q* E E* such that pT+‘= q*j = 1, . . . . F. Moreover, (6) now implies 
that p* = -q*. Finally, since U* + (z, 0)~ W, 2 E E . we obtain 
(p*,:)>Oand hence thatp*EE$. 
Next, given Assumption 1, we appeal to Lemma 8 to seert that 
PE N,Jl”(x*‘)*p~ E* for all t = 1, . . . . T, (8) 
p~N,(Yj,y*‘)*p~Ef for all j = 1, . . . . F. (9) 
Furthermore, by Lemmata 3, 4, and [ 15, Corollary 4.1.23. we obtain 
7 
N,( I’(.~*), u*)= n N,.+(P’( x*‘), x*‘), x*‘)x fi N,,( Y’, y*‘). (10) 
t i- I /-I 
Now suppose that there exists p E NA( V(x*), I:*), p #O such that 
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-PEN~( W, o*). Then by combining (5) and (lo), the proof of the 
theorem is complete. Thus we need only consider the case when 
PENA( u*h u~N,(w, u*), p+a=o*p=a=o. 
But then we can again apply [ 15, Corollary 4.1.23 to assert that 
NJ V(x*), u*) + NA( W, u*) = NJ { u* }, u*). 
By Lemma 3 the right hand side is (Ek)*. Then by (IO), we obtain 
N,+(P’(x*‘), x*‘) +Z= E*, for all t = 1, . . . . T 
N,(Y’, y*‘)-Z=E*, for all i = 1, . . . . F, 
where Z is the projection of NA( W, u*) onto the i coordinate, 
i = 1, . . . . T+F. Since E* is a lattice, and given (8) and (9), Lemma 9 
applies. Thus we can assert that 
N”(P’(x*‘), x*‘) = Ef, for all r = 1, . . . . T 
N,,( Y’, y*‘)= Ef, for all i= 1, . . . . F. 
But then certainly we can find p* E E* which satisfies all the conditions of 
the theorem. The proof is complete. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let u* = ((x*‘), ( Y*~))E Ek be a strong Pareto 
optimal allocation. Define the following sets in Ek. 
v(x*‘)G fi p’(x*‘)x fi Y’, 
1=l j= 1 
T F F 
W= 
I 
~‘EE~: 1 xi< 1 y’,+w,;xl< 1 $forallr . 
,=I j= I /=I I  
As in the proof of Theorem 3, V(x*‘) and W are closed sets and V(x* ‘) is 
epi-Lipschitzian at u*. 
We can also assert that V(x*) n W= {u* j. Suppose that there exists 
u = ((x’), (~7’)) #u* in this intersection. If xi, =&Jr= r v{ for all t, we con- 
tradict the fact that u* is a strong Pareto optimal allocation. Suppose 
therefore that there exist t and u, # E,, , u, # 0 such that xi, + u, = XI!= I v;. 
Denote the set of all such t by M. Then, under Assumption 1, the alloca- 
tion ((X’, ( JJ)), where 
X’= 
{ 
X' for all r# M 
(x;, x; + u’) for all t E M, 
can be used to contradict the fact that ((x* ‘), (v*j)) is a strong Pareto 
optimal allocation. 
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AS in the proof of Theorem 3, we can show that 
PENA(W,U*)=5(p,x)b(P,U*) for all x E W. (11) 
We can now show that for any PE NA( W, v*), p #O, there exist 
(p,*. P:‘)E E*, (p,*, p,*‘) #O for all t such that 
p = (PX, p; ’ ), ..., 
Ed x(E!)‘. (12) 
In order to show that p; is independent of i for t = 1, . . . . T, as well as for 
i = T+ 1, . . . . T+ F, and that pi= --pi, i= 1, . . . . T, and i= T+ 1, . . . . T+ F, 
we use an argument identical to that in the proof of Theorem 3. The only 
change is to let m’(z) (C?(z)) be the vector of zeroes in all coordinates 
except for (z, 0) in the i( T + i) and the last (first) coordinate and with 
z E E,. Thus all that remains is to consider the projections onto the space 
of public goods. Towards this end, for any z E E,, define m.;(z) to be the 
vector consisting of (0, z;.) in every coordinate from 1 to T and including 
T+ j, and zero everywhere else. Then (c*+m.;(z)) and (u*-m:(z)) are 
elements from W and we obtain from (11) C:_, (p:,,=)= -(p.;,~). 
Since z and the index j are chosen arbitrarily, we obtain 
-,i, P;=P:* j= 1, . . . . F, 
which is what we intended to show. 
Now the rest of the proof can be completed using arguments identical to 
those in the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof of Theorem 3 is valid with 
P:(x* ‘) u {.x* ‘) substituted for P!Jx* ‘). The former set is closed and 
epi-Lipschitzian at x* ’ by hypothesis and we need only check that 
V(x*) n W= {u* >. This follows as a consequence of a locally Pareto 
optimal allocation. 
Analogous changes are required in the proof of Theorem 4. i 
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof is simple consequence of Theorem 3 and 
Theorem 2. 1 
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